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ABSTRACT

Measurements were canied-out to compare the attenuation

properties of homogeneous shields and shields of two layers and three

layers for fast neutrons and total gamma-rays. These were performed by

measuring the fast neutron and total gamma-ray spectra behind

homogeneous shields of magnetite-limonite, ilmenite-ilmenite and

magnetite-magnetite concretes. The two layers assembly consists of iron

and one of the above mentioned concretes, while the three layers shield

consists of water, iron and one of the previously mentioned concretes.

All measurements were canied-out using a neutron-gamma spectrometer

with stilbene scintillator coupled to a fast photomultiplayer tube.

Separation between pulses of recoil protons and recoil electrons was

achieved by a pulse shape discrimination technique.

The obtained data are presented in the form of neutron and gamma

spectra, measured behind homogeneous shields and shields of two layers

and three layers . The spectra measured behind homogeneous shields

were used to derive the total macroscopic cross-sections for neutrons and

the total attenuation coefficients for total gamma-rays.



INTRODUCTION

The study of flux and energy attenuation of neutrons raid gamma-

rays is one of the main requirements for reactor shielding design. The

shield design is normally optimized on cost, subject to the constraints on

mass or thickness, and material capability. It is related to a determination

of the space, energy distribution of neutrons and gamma- rays in media

containing light and heavy nuclii. As a rule heavy materials are good

gamma-ray attenuators. However, good gamma-ray attenuators also

produce inelastic scattering and radiative capture gamma-rays, thus the

production of seconder}'' gamma-ray is also a consideration. Light

elements are the best for slowing-down the energy of fast neutrons by

elastic scattering collision. Thus, the shield has to include elements

suitable for attenuating gammas as well as neutrons. -

In nature there are no materials which satisfy all the shielding

requirements. Therefore, artificial materials such as concrete, or in some

cases, a. shield consisting of multilayer of different materials must be

constructed. In addition, most of the shielding requirement are

conflicting. When using materials of high density for example the

requirement of minimum cost can not be satisfied. Also, high hydrogen

content conflicts with the requirement of maximum content of heavy

elements. In this case, a compromise must be found by using a mixture of

heavy and hydrogen containing compounds (e.g concrete) or, which is

less frequently done by constructing the • shield in alternating layers of

heavy and light materials.
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Materials such as water and steel are most widely used around the

core of nuclear reactors as core constructional materials, moderators*

reflectors, and thermal shields. Water is used as reflector, moderator and

neutron shielding material because of its high hydrogen concentration.

Because of its low density and effective atomic number, water shields

have to be thick to attenuate gamma-rays.®

Iron is used in pressure vessels, thermal shields and in some reactor

shields in combination with water or concrete for neutron and gamma-ray

attenuation. The drawback of iron shield is ihe emission of hard gamma-

rays from thermal neutron capture and inelastic scattering. However, iron

is used as a thermal shield to absorb most of the nuclear heating where it

can handled easily. ®

Concrete is by tar the most widely used material for reactor

biological shield, because of its cheapness, its satisfactory mechanical

properties and because it possesses many of the physical attributes for an

ideal shielding material for both neutrons and gamma-rays.<3)

Heavy and light weight elements may be mixed for a homogeneous

shield as heavy concrete. Thinner or less massive shields can be also

designed using layers of a dense gamma-ray attenuator and a less dense

neutron attenuator, as iTon-water, iron-polyethylene, iron-concrete and

water-iron-concrete etc.(1)
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The design of a biological shielding is related to a determination of

the space-energy distributions of neutrons and gamma-rays inside and

outside media containing light and heavy materiais. In addition, the study

of fast neutron and gamma-ray fluxes-energy distribution inside and

behind multilayered shielding slabs is of prime importance for shield

design. Most of the earlier published data has been based on theoretical

calculations and for sources of simple geometries. (4"8>

In the present work, measurements were carried-out to study the

flux energy distribution of fast neutrons and gamma-rays behind

homogeneous shields of different concretes as well as behind shields of

two and three layers of water, iron and concrete.

.EXPERIMENTAL DETAILMS

Measurements of the transmitted fast neutron and total gamma-rays

spectra (primary + secondary) through homogeneous and multilayered

shields of concrete, iron and water were performed using a collimated

beam of neutrons and gamma-rays emitted from one of the horizontal

channels of the ET-RR-1 reactor. The three different types of concrete

under investigation are mainly magnetite-lirnonite (Mag-Lim, p = 3.6

g.cm'3), ilmenite-ilmenite (Ilm-Ilm, p =3.5g.cm'3) and magnetite-magnetite

(Mag-Mag, p =3.2g.cm"3) have been prepared from locally available ores.
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The compositions of magnetite-limonite, ilmerdte-ilmenite and magnetite-

magnetite are given in table 1. The chemical analysis of magnetite-

limonite and ilmenite ores given elsewhere(9>!0). The concretes were

prepared in cylinders of 15 cm diameter and of different thicknesses. The

steel layer has 15 cm diameter and 5 cm thickness. The water is contained

in an aluminum cylinder wall thickness = 0.1 cm and of 15 cm diameter

and of 10 cm thickness.

Measurements were carried-out for homogeneous concrete shields

of thickness 20 and 30 cm. In case of two layer assembly, the steel layer

was placed towards the reactor beam exit. For all cases, the assemblies of

two layers were composed of 5 cm steel and 15 cm concrete of each type.

However, in case of assemblies of three layers, the shield medii were

composed of 10 cm water followed by 5 cm steel and 15 cm concrete of

each type.

The shielding assembly under investigation was fixed on a sample

holder which is placed in front of a collimated beam emitted from the

horizontal channel No 2 of the ET-RR-1 reactor. Special beam eoHimator

made of steel and of 400 mm length was placed inside and at the channel

exit to permit the emission of a reactor beam of 18 mm diameter. A lead

filter of 9 cm thickness was placed before the beam collimator (towards

the reactor core) to suppress the intensity of the emitted primary gamma-

rays. The experimental arrangement is shown in figure. 1.
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Fig.( 1 }: Experimental arrangeaxents for neutron -gamma measurements.
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The fast neutron and gamma-ray spectra were measured using a

neutron-gamma spectrometer with stilbene crystal. The separation

between recoil proton and electron pulses was achieved by a pulse shape

discrimination technique, based on a zero cross over method with

anticoincidence mode*-1 .̂ A block diagram of the neutron-gamma

spectrometer is shown in figure 2. The spectrometer linearity, energy scale

or channel width of the analyzer and discrimination capability were

checked by gamma-rays from 22Na, I37Cs, 60Co and Pu-a-Be sources.

Energy scaling was evaluated and checked before every run of

measurements.

Table 1: Composition of Concretes Under Investigations

a- Magnetite-Limonite (Mag-Lim) of Density 3.6 g cm"3

Material

Magnetite, Coarse (40-60 mm)

Aggregates (20-40mm)

(10-20 mm)

(5-10 mm)

Limonite, Fine Aggregates

Portland Cement

Water

Content,Kg.m"3

853

622

592

472

462

350

280
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b- Ilmenite -Ilmenite (Ilm-Ilm) of Density 3.5 g.cm"

Material

Ilmenite, Coarse (20-30 mm)

Aggregates (10-20 mm)

Ilmenite, Fine Aggregates (0-5 mm)

Portland Cement

Water

CorLtent,Kg.m'3

805

875

1330

290.5

175

c- Magnetite - Magnetite (Mag-Mag) of Density 3.2 g.cm "3

Material

Magnetite, Coarse (4.76mm)

Aggregates (9.5 mm)

Magnetite, Fine Aggregates

Portland Cement

Water

Silica

Plastsizer

Content, Kg.m"3

570

1335

635

450

140.41

90

9
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The pulse amplitude distributions measured for neutrons and

gamma-rays behind the investigated shield media were converted to

neutron and gamma flux-energy distributions using the unfolding neutron

and gamma codes given and discussed elsewhere*-12'13-1. The obtained data

are presented in the form of displayed spectra i.e. neutron or gamma flux

per cm2, sec. MeV, versus neutron or gamma energy in MeV. For direct

comparison and analysis of the obtained spectra measured behind 20 and

30 cm thick of the same concrete and those measured behind assemblies

of two and three layers are displayed in the same figure.

The spectra of fast neutrons measured behind homogeneous

barriers having the same thickness (20 cm) of Mag-Lim5 Ilm-Ilm and

Mag-Mag concrete are given in Fig. 3. The displayed spectra show that,

the spectrum shape is approximately the same for the three types of

concrete under investigation. They also show that, Mag-Lim is the best

neutron attenuator while Mag-Mag with 10 % content of silica is the

poorest attenuator for fast neutrons of all energies. Similar, comparative

study was also performed for total gamma-ray flux-energy distributions

behind these investigated types of concrete. The displayed spectra of total

gamma-rays are given in Fig. 4 show also that, the spectrum profile and

shape are approximately the same for all three types of concrete. These

spectra indicate also that, Mag-Lim is the best for gamma-ray attenuation
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while Mag-Mag is the poorest gamma-ray attenuator. Table 2 gives the

total macroscopic cross sections (2) for neutrons and total gamma-ray

attenuation coefficients (ju) driven from the spectra of neutrons and total

gamma-rays measured behind different types of concrete.

Table 2: Fast Neutron Total Macroscopic Cross Sections and Total

Gamma-Ray Attenuation Coefficients.

Type of Concrete

Magnetite-Limonite(Mag-Lini)

Ilmenite-Ilmenite(Ilm-Ilni)

Magnetite-Magnetite(Mag-Mag)

Fast Neutrons

^> cm"1

0.202

0.169

0.158

X, cm

4.95

5.92

6.33

Gamma-rays

** 'Cro-1

0.149

0.125

0.117

6.71

8.00

8.93
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Figure 5 gives the spectra of fast neutrons measured behind

homogeneous- barriers of Mag-Lim concrete of 20 and 30 cm thick. The

measured neutron spectra behind two layer barrier (composed of 5 cm

steel and 15 cm Mag-Lim concrete) and three layers (composed of 10 cm

water + 5 cm steel +15 cm Mag-Lim concrete) are also presented in this

figure. The displayed spectra show that, for homogeneous concrete

barriers of 20 and 30 cm, the spectrum shape and profile are

approximately the same, especially, for neutrons of energies above 4

M-sV. However, for neutrons of energies below 4 MeV, the spectr.tm

shape and profile show some differences especially for neutrons with

energy below 2 MeV. This could be attributed to the differences in the

build-up effects which change with increasing the shield thickness. The

two spectra also show that, the fliix intensity decreases with increasing the

shield thickness for neutrons of all energies. In addition, the flux

d'jpiession at the observed positions of minima increases with increasing

the shield thickness.

In case of two layers barrier of 20 cm thick:, the measured neutron

spectrum shows, the same difference in shape and prof,1 a as thai*

measured behind the homogeneous barrier of the same thickness. The

flux value measured behind the two layers shield is quite less than its

counterpart, measured behind the homogeneous shield for all neutrons

with energy above 2 MeV. However, for neutron* with energies < 2 MeV
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the flux vafcc behind the tv : layers shieV1 is higher than that, measured

behind the homogeneous barrier of the same thickness. This could be

attributed to the fact that, replacing a 5 cm thick concrete layer by the

same thickness of steel enhances the slowing down of fast neutrons of

higher energies by inelastic scattering collision with the steel nuclii.

The displayed spectra of fast neutrons for the 30 cm thick barriers

show that, a shield composed of 10 cm water +5 cm steel +15cm Mag-Lim

concrete is less attenuator for neutrons with energies above 4 Mev.

However, for neutrons of energies below 4 MeV, the three layers shield is

better attenuator for fast neutrons than the concrete shield of equal

thickness. This could be attributed to the fact that, the 30 cm thick

concrete barrier (with 108 g.cm"2) has better effect for decreasing the

energies of fast neutrons by inelastic scattering collision than the three

layers shield of the same thickness (with 103 g. cm'2). This effect explains

the observed increase in flux values measured behind the 30 cm concrete

barrier and their counterparts measured behind three layers barrier for

neutrons with energies below 4 MeV. The shield thickness expressed in

g.cm '2 for the different investigated assemblies are tabulated in Table 3,
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,2Table 3: Unit Weight per cm, for Homogeneous

and MulfMavers Shield.

Shield Thickness,

Magnetite- Limonite

Magnetite-Limonite

Ilmenite- Ilmenite

Iimenite-Ilmenite

Magnetite- Magnetite

Magnetite-Magnetite

Iron+Mag-Lim

Water+Iron+Mag-Lim

Iron+Ilm-Ilm

Water+Iron+Ilm-Ilm

Iron+Mag-Mag

Water+Iron+Mag-Mag

One Layei

cm

(20)

(30)

(20)

(30)

(20)

(30)

Multilayers

(20)

(30)

(20)

(30)

(20)

(30)

weight per cm2

(g.cm"2)
. 72

108

70

105

64.6

96.9

3

93.4

103.4

91.9

101.9

87.8

97.8
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Figure 6 presents the spectra of fast neutrons measured behind

homogeneous barrier of Ihn-Ihn concrete shields of thicknesses 20 and 30

cm. This figure presents the neutron spectrum behind two layer shields

consists of steel and Ilm-Ilm. concrete and the spectrum measured behind

three layer of water, steel and Ilm-Ihn concrete. All spectra given in this

figure show that, the spectrum shape and profile are approximately the

same as its counterpart given in Fig. 5. However, for 30 cm thick barrier,

the multilayered shield consists of water, steel and Ilm-Ilm concrete is

better neutron attenuator than the 30 cm thick barrier of homogeneous

Ilm-Ilm concrete for neutrons of energies below 6 MeV. The displayed

spectra for 20 cm thick barriers show that, the two layer shield is poorer

neutron attenuator for neutrons of energies below 2 MeV. This could be

attributed to the same reasons given before for two layers shield consists

of steel +Mag-Lrm concrete.

The fast neutron spectra measured behind the same arrangements

given before in Figs. 5,6 but with Mag-Mag concrete instead of Mag-Lim

and Ilm-Ilm concrete are given in Fig. 7. The displayed spectrum for 20

cm thick barriers of homogeneous Mag-Mag concrete shows that, a Mag-

Mag concrete barrier of thickness 20 cm is poorer attenator than two

layers geometry with steel and Mag-Mag concrete with overall

thicknesses=20 cm for neutrons of all energies. However, the 30 cm thick

shield shows that a barrier of homogeneous Mag-Mag concrete of

thickness=30 cm possesses approximately the same neutron attenuation as
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its corresponding thickness consists of water, steel and Mag-Mag concrete

for neutrons of energies above 5 MeV. However, both spectra indicate

that, the three layers geometry is better neutron attenuator than the

homogeneous shield of Mag-Mag concrete of equal thickness for neutrons

of energies below 5 MeV.

The spectra of total gamma-rays transmitted through homogeneous,

shields and shields of two layers and three layers of the same

arrangements mentioned before are given in Figs. 8,9 and 10 for shield

media with Mag-Lim, Hm-Ilm, and Mag-Mag concrete respectively. Figure

8 shows that, the two layers barrier consists of 5 c:tn steel and 15 cm Mag-

Lim is better gamma attenuator than the corresponding thickness of

homogeneous Mag-Lim concrete, and this could be attributed to fact that,

the two layers media has a higher weight per cm'2 than the homogeneous

Mag-Lim concrete shield of the same thickness (93.4 g. cm"2 compared

with 72 g. cm"2 ). The spectra measured behind 30 cm thick barriers

indicate that both homogeneous Mag-Mag concrete shield and the three

layers geometry have nearly the same attenuation properties for total

gamma-rays of energies above 4 MeV. However, for gamma-rays of

energies below 4 MeV, the three layers geometry is a poorer gamma

attenuator than the same corresponding thickness of homogeneous Mag-

Lim concrete shield. This can be attributed to the high contribution of

secondary gamma- rays produced from thermal, neutron capture with

hydrogen nuclei in Waiter layer.
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The spectra of total gamma-rays measured behind homogeneous,

two layers and three layers shields of the same geometries with Mag-Lim

concrete replaced by Ilm-Iim concrete are shown in Fig. 9. The displayed

spectra show that, shields with Ilm-Ilm concrete has nearly the same

attenuation properties as their counterparts given and discussed before in

Fig. 8. However, for 30 cm thick barriers the contribution of secondary

gamma-ray behind three layers shield is more significant for all gamma

energies. This agree quite well with the fact that, the three, layer media

with 10 cm water is less dense than its corresponding thickness of

homogeneous Ihn-Ilm concrete shield.

Figure 10 presents the spectra of total gamma-rays measured behind

homogeneous shield of Mag-Mag concrete, and shields consists of two

and three layers with 15 cm thick Mag-Mag concrete. The displayed

spectra indicate that, the two layers shield of steel and Mag-Mag is much

better gamma attenuator than its corresponding thickness of homogeneous

Mag-Mag concrete shield. This is attributed to the fact that, replacing a 5

cm thick layer of Mag-Mag concrete by the same thickness of steel

increases the weight per unit area by about 30 % and in turn increases the

attenuation property to gamma-rays. For 30 cm thick shield media of

homogeneous Mag-Mag concrete and three layers of water, steel and

Mag-Mag concrete, the spectra of total gamma-rays have the same shape

and profile with flux intensity of approximately the same value for all

gamma energies. This is attributed to the fact thai, for both media the

weight per unit area is approximately the same (97 gxm"*).
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

The measured spectra of fast neutrons and total gamma-rays behind

homogeneous shields of different types of concrete and heterogeneous

shields of two and three layers of steel, water and concrete give the

following conclusions;

1- The flux intensity of fast neutrons and total gamma-rays measured

behind homogeneous shields decreases with increasing the shield

thickness.

2- Magnetite - limomte shield has better attenuation properties for

fast neutrons and total gamma-rays. However, magnetite -

magnetite concrete with 10 % silica has the least attenuation

properties for both neutrons and total gamma-rays.

3- Shields of two layers composed of steel and concrete have better

attenuation properties than the same thickness of homogeneous

concrete for both neutrons and total gamma-rays of energies > 2

MeV. However, for neutrons and total gamma-rays of energies

below about 2 MeV, the homogeneous concrete is the best.
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4- Shield of three layers of water, iron and magnefcite-limonite or

ilmenite-ilmenite concrete have smaller attenuation properties than

the homogeneous shields of these concretes for neutrons of

energies > 4 MeV. However, for neutrons of energies < 4 MeV.

the three layers shields is the best.

5- Shields of magnetite-magnetite concrete with 10 % silica has

approximately the same attenuation properties as the three layers

shield consists of water + steel + magnetite-magnetite concrete for

neutrons of energies > 5 MeV. However, the three layers shield is

the best for neutrons < 5 MeV.

6- Three layers shields of water + steel + magnetite-limonite or

ilmenite-ilmenite or magnetite-magnetite have nearly the

same attenuation properties as their corresponding thickness of

homogeneous concrete for total gamma-rays of energies > 4 MeV.

However, for gamma-rays of energies below 4 MeV a

homogeneous concrete shield of the same thickness is the best

attenuator for total gamma-rays.
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